Crystal focus v9 wiring diagram

Remember Me? What's New? Results 1 to 5 of 5. Thread Tools Show Printable Version. I was
hoping for some wiring assistance. Quick summary: I plan to get a custom tri cree LED. FoC
wiring. Yes - you wire the FoC LEC - there, but if you bridge those pads you'll need to place your
resistor elsewhere on that circuit. Originally Posted by Madcow. Last edited by Lord Rudolph; at
PM. The accent pads have an output of about 20ma. You want to drive your main LEDs at about
ma. Two for the main blade color, and one for flash on clash. If the two main blade LEDs are the
same color, you want to wire them in series to the main onboard driver of the crystal focus. If
they are different colors, like red and blue for purple, you have to wire one to the main onboard
driver and the other to one of the onboard power extenders not accent pad eight. You won't
need resistors for any LEDs wired to the main onboard driver. You will need resistors for any
LEDs wired to the onboard power extenders. Oh my Firstly, thank you, Generic Jedi! Very
grateful that you took the time to share the information you have. Learned much, did I. For
Mancow, Generic Jedi, or anyone else who is reading this, please ignore my mapping pic; I
think I wrongly understood the abilities of the cf8. Still going to buy it - just starting my force
channeling vision quest afresh. Here's why My vision was - I would have the main blade be a
bold Amber Tri-Cree 1 , with a very, very slight vibration when on. And, the crystal chamber
would always maintain, always, with the Tri-cree 2, the deep but recognizable pulse. Then of
course the white [Tri-cree 3] add on for FoC. I thought the 5- 8 accent LED ports would maintain
an independent [pulse] setting but I cannot see how the digital parameters would facilitate that.
Thanks- -LR. Tags for this Thread crystal focus 8 , flash on clash , wiring question. Bookmarks
Bookmarks Digg del. All times are GMT The time now is AM. All rights reserved. Fixing electrical
wiring, more than every other home project is all about protection. Install an outlet appropriately
and it's since safe as this can be; install it improperly and is actually potentially deadly. That is
why there are so many guidelines surrounding electrical cabling and installations. Typically the
rules can end up being complicated, for sure, and sometimes confusing, even for learn
electricians, but there are basic concepts and practices that affect almost every power wiring
project, especially the kind that will DIYers are competent to tackle. Crystal Focus V9 Wiring
Diagram from static-resources. Electricity is very dangerous and may easily lead to
electrocution, so you need to call an emergency electrician for sensitive cabling cases.
However, you may work on minimal electrical wiring in your home provided you follow safety
measures. To make you better at wiring, here are some reliable tips and techniques you need to
master. You'll be in a far greater position to safeguard yourself and work better. An RCD
residual current device is one of the main things to have in your circuits. It is placed on outlet
outlets or merge boxes to prevent electric shock in the case of a DIY blunder. RCDs are devices
that are used to monitor the flow of current through a particular circuit, and they cut off the
existing whenever it runs through an unintentional path. So if you accidentally touch a live line,
the RCD would detect the unusual flow of the present and immediately shut off the circuit. This
specific keeps both you safe. Having the right tools at hand can be another important aspect of
electrical work. For example, avoid knives as opposed to stripdance when stripping your wires.
Knives may weaken the wire by notching the copper inside. Opt for linesman pliers rather than
the ordinary slip-joint huge pliers when intending to twist wires. The particular ordinary pliers
would give you a loose connection that may cause trouble in future. Also, ensure you've
obtained a tester to test the voltage of the cables before and after working on them. Terminal
contacts would be the end details of wires, where a connection with a circuit occurs. These are
some of the most typical connections, especially if you're working together with receptacles
and buttons. Terminal connections go through a lot of stress, and weak joints easily relax. So
here's the key. When wrapping a wire around the terminal screw, do it in a clockwise direction.
Of which way, the mess tightens the link as it moves in. Also ensure that all the wire that's
twisted around the attach is stripped. Within case which terminal slot, you should be extra
careful. Strip the wire perfect such that no padding goes underneath the slot, and no bare wire
is left. Any faults here may cause the wire to touch the ground wire or box. You must be logged
in to post a comment. Facebook Tweet Pin. Use proper tools Having the right tools at hand can
be another important aspect of electrical work. Watch your fatal connections Terminal contacts
would be the end details of wires, where a connection with a circuit occurs. Leave a Comment
Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. Remember Me? What's New? Results 1
to 8 of 8. Thread: Wiring a Crystal Focus v. Thread Tools Show Printable Version. Wiring a
Crystal Focus v. So I built my own saber with the prizm 4. My friend is trying to build one and I
was wiring it up for him. First off can that be done without the color xtender? I wired it up and
the red works great! But the green and blue don't work at all. I have a diagram of how I wired it
but I also tested the LEDs after that with some wire and the battery and the only one that was
working was the red. I tested them all before I started putting it together and they all worked
fine! Could it be a faulty LED? Here is how I wired it I personally don't have a crystal focus but

from what I know the crystal focus needs a color xtender to color change. I can't completely
understand the wiring daigram because like I said I don't have a crystal focus. Te reason they
made the prizm I think was so that you could color change without a color xtender. Greetings
Evonacvhett, sorry to hear about your Crystal Focus trouble. I'll offer what advice I can!
Originally Posted by Evonacvhett. Last edited by. Le Guin. Sorry for miss leading you
-Evonacvhett. You're totally good man!! SparrowHawk Thanks so much for the help! I didn't
realize that with the onboard color mixing that it was supposed to use a single cell I'm pretty
sure that I burnt out the green and blue LEDs So would it be better to use a two cell with bigger
resistors or just a single cell with the same resistors I have on it now? I believe they are. Here is
the override. Tags for this Thread crystal focus 8 , help needed , led colors , led wiring , rgb led.
Bookmarks Bookmarks Digg del. All times are GMT The time now is AM. All rights reserved.
Home Media FAQ. Login Register. Read times. First, is this thread stickied, second EDIT: Renig
first question! I don't know. Everyone: please forgive. Certainly v3 and v4. You'll notice we don't
mention nor use the "clash on flash" setup because Gundamaniac wasn't using that But one
thing is for certain--the theoretical wiring is easy Not to mention, once you start adding extras to
CF If you want to e-mail me: novastar gmail. For those of you who are receiving your CF boards
Matzzn No Force Posts: Good day saber-enthusiasts, Thanks at first for your video guide - It
was very helpful for me in the past. After some time i decided to order a CF 6. So before I am
setting up everything I was about to ask for help especially in case of the wiring of the
activation-, aux-button and GND. Especially in the CF 6 generation the solderspots for
activation-, aux-button and GND have been placed different? There is no solder spot
coordination like mentioned in your video - right? And I also found a wiring diagram in a german
forum where the wiring diagram of these three spots is illustrated different - Look what I mean --- the setup of the switches is also connected to recharge port minus which goes to battery
minus?! Thanks for everyone how reads this and also for your feedback. Best wishes Mathias.
The video features a C. There has been a substantial change in many features of the CF since
that time. The manual ought to have exactly what you need to answer your wiring questions as
well. Good luck! Film or Franchise. Crystal focus v9 wiring diagram crystal focus v9 this board
does not owners manual features this way the crystal chamber pulsing can reflect or not the
latest selected blade profile. Watch as novastar and gundamaniac demonstrate detailed wiring
for a crystal focus board for star wars lightsabers. Crystal focus wiring diagram. Why plecter
labs cfx crystal focus 10 costs 85 duration. Table of contents focus wiring diagrams for1 c 00
00p01 02r1 uk 11 focus group 1 general information general information. I m not so sure about
the recharge port or the led wiring the diagram doesn t make this clear so sorry if you re already
planning this. Crystal focus x includes the sd card pre loaded with 14 fonts. User s manual cfx
ordered before 2 10 user s manual cfx ordered after 2 10 It plays digital quality sound samples
22khz 16 bits for power on humming swing up to 16 slots clash up to 16 slots blaster 4 slots
blade lockup force push 2 slots. Reply 20 on. Fully designed from scratch by plecter labs crystal
focus saber core is a single board featuring a luxeon controller and an interactive motion
sensitive sound unit. Sidious sabers 2 views. Cfx crystal focus 10 wiring test success. There are
newer versions but this is the current stable release. April 02 11 48 58 am the video features a c
f. Rene pickardt views. Crystal focus 8 with pex and single cell wiring diagram im running an
rgb tri cree xpe2 and an rgb common cathode led crystal chamber light. How to use the features
of a crystal focus 8 to illuminate a crystal in your saber project rgb accent led is now in the
store. To start off wiring the cf board make sure you have your sandisk on it already. Crystal
focus video wiring guide. The firmware installed on the boards is 10 e and should be used with
sd card package 10 d. Cf x release notes specs pdf. I noticed that this diagram is set up for a 7 4
dual cell so before i go frustrating myself let me know if this will work. Making your very own
jedi light saber may be a daunting task if you don t know what you re doing but this four part
video tutorial will save the day from evil forces. Pin On Electricalcars. Pin On Circuits. New
Wiring Diagram Ruud Ac Unit Heat Unit Thermostat Wiring Crystal focus x and some news from
the plecter house here s a pdf version of what s below i though it might be great to have it to
share aside of the forums and avoids tons of copy paste. Share this post. Newer Post Older
Post Home. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel.
About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. Watch as Novastar and Gundamaniac demonstrate
detailed wiring for a crystal
2014 ford f150 forum
mazda protege review
2008 chevy express van wiring diagram
focus board for Star Wars Lightsabers! Making your very own Jedi Light Saber may be a
daunting task if you don't know what you're doing, but this four-part video tutorial will save the

day from evil forces. To start off wiring the CF board, make sure you have your SanDisk on it
already. Make sure you have your supplies ready, like heat shrink, wire, wire cutters, solder, and
everything else you'll need. After you watch the basics and introduction, watch the other videos
to make it become real. Now you really can wire up your CF and really have fun with your light
sabers! Get a lifetime subscription to VPN Unlimited for all your devices with a one-time
purchase from the new Gadget Hacks Shop , and watch Hulu or Netflix without regional
restrictions, increase security when browsing on public networks, and more. Please enable
JavaScript to watch this video. Our Best Phone Hacks Delivered daily to your inbox. Get The
Newsletter. Share Your Thoughts Click to share your thoughts. Hot Latest.

